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THOUGHT FOR THE
SEASON
If you fail to prepare you are
preparing to fail.

Jonathan Evans sends you his New Year’s greetings, looks back at 2014 and
forward into the future. In a statement made exclusively to CONTACT, he said
“I wish you and your families a ‘belated’ Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. Whilst I am sure you will
all welcome in the New Year in traditional style, I know
that, being athletes, like me you will take part in the
celebrations in moderation knowing there are tough
games ahead.
It seems amazing that half the season has passed so
quickly. Schools’ teams have hung up their boots for
another year and we continue to cover every game.
Well done to all involved.
We should celebrate the considerable progress being made by some of our number. This issue of CONTACT includes details. Their success has been earned
with hard work and, therefore, is deserved.
It is also fantastic to see that the Mulley family, Guy and his offspring, have officiated together as a team of three. That must be another first for CUDRRS and a
reason for Father Guy to celebrate. His Christmas was rounded off, according to
my fellow President, Alan Banks at Cambridge RUFC, by winning first prize in
their November 200 club draw. Well done Dad !
Another first for me was to turn up last Saturday (20th Dec) at Cambridge where
three games were taking place and to find I was outnumbered by lady referees.
Claire Hodnett was with the First team. I was doing the Development side and our
very own Rachel Wade was whistling with the Wanderers. At least I knew who
Claire was having seen her picture in our Christmas quiz at the December meeting. She was very impressed that she had been the subject of a question in it.
All three Cambridge sides won, with only 10 points separating the six teams
which scored over 150 points between them. A good day for the clubs and a good
day for the RFU and CUDRRS.

As in any season, we have had a number of issues to resolve in 2014. I believe
we handled them with professionalism, thought and consideration to the people
NEXT MONTHLY MEETING and the clubs involved. This is the time of year when it is important to realise we
NOT IN JANUARY
are still all in this together. We must continue to work hard, perform well and
make progress. Thank you all for helping me to achieve that aim. I thought the
TUESDAY, 3rd FEBRUARY 2015 ‘Handling difficult people’ monthly meeting was particularly insightful and helpful.
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

at Shelford RUFC at 7.30 pm
TOPIC UNDECIDED AS YET

FRIDAY, APRIL 17th 2015
Annual Ladies Night and Dinner
at Christ’s College

Visit
CUDRRS website
www.cambsref.co.uk

Looking forward, the Cambridge and Shelford clubs are starting to find their feet
in the National Leagues again. The second leg of their local derby will soon take
place. Cantabrigians and Ely are close to the top of their leagues with Newmarket
and Wisbech also beginning to find some form. Saffron Walden look safe in mid
table, although I know after last season this will be a disappointment to them.
Our other clubs are performing well in the new Eastern Counties leagues. I think
we can anticipate some tight games at all levels in the next few months and some
competitive county cup matches. We shall need to be fit, prepared and ready to
rumble.
I return to the opening of this message. Hopefully, you will have an enjoyable
break but in January we must re-focus, make sure we are fit for the jobs in hand
and hone our management skills. That way we will continue to give our clubs the
best possible service and through better refereeing create better rugby.
Have a great second half to the season.

Kind regards”.
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ENSURING THE FUTURE
Another year in the life of CUDRRS is about to start, another year when we aim to get better at what we do. If that
sounds too daunting a target for us, then we should at least plan to maintain our strength in numbers and our standard of service.
We go into 2015 in good heart with just enough referees to meet our commitments although, sadly, in the case of
University Colleges’ rugby, they are lessening. The adult as well as the student game has suffered from dwindling
numbers and there are insufficient games at times to keep all our referees busy. Will the Rugby World Cup in September and October reverse the trend? It depends upon how well the home country does.
“England expects... (Quote: H.Nelson,1805)
Whether the demand for our services goes up or down, recruitment remains an essential activity for all referee societies. Any growth next season will probably affect women’s rugby as the English Women’s team is already world
champions. Male rugby will probably grow more at youth level as it did in 2003. We ought to prepare for growth or
no growth or decline. Doing nothing is not a sensible option. We must have a plan.
I shall be celebrating my eightieth birthday in May. This is not a hint to readers to send me cards or presents.
Rather, it is a pointer to the fact that the average age of our active members, just like the national population, continues to increase.
Our referees are known for their longevity. For example, Gordon Wallace will complete his 30th season as a referee with us and, thankfully, we still have several others who have been whistling for over two decades. Many of
them now qualify for a bus pass. If they were to use these to travel to grounds, they could reduce their expenses
claims and we could cut our match charges. This not a proposal by the way but it would be welcomed by clubs in
these austere times which are likely to go on beyond the May general election.
Referee societies need a constant infusion of younger blood. Some veteran or “senior” referees may decide to retire within the next five years or at least not wish to carry on refereeing more than once a week as they now do,
regularly. The star student referees we have will be completing their degrees and will probably move away.
CUDRRS strength could well decrease and leave big gaps to fill. On the brighter side, our older refs who hang up
their whistles may take up the notebook and pen or the video camera as coaches or advisers. Opportunity knocks.
Any plan to match our resources to the demand for them will involve estimating the number and skill levels of the
officials we will need and how and when we are going to get them. Local clubs are the primary source for recruitment. Therefore, we should take a proactive approach by seeking out potential referees rather than wait until they
come forward. It is a task in which all members must participate for the healthy future of the society. Society Members Attached to Clubs (SMACs) have a key role to play here, an opportunity for them to be more active.
The United Nations has designated 2015 as the International Year of Light. It aims to raise awareness of the
achievements of light science and its importance to humankind. CUDRRS, in 2015, ought to throw more light on
refereeing, raise awareness about its achievements and its importance to rugby kind in Cambridgeshire.
For the survival of a healthy CUDRRS in future years, we need to keep our numbers and experience levels up
through a targeted recruitment, training and development programme.
Besides the adult players at clubs, other sources of new referees are their youth team coaches/referees, University
students and school teachers. Students might turn up in the next intake in October who are already qualified as
referees and have potential But that cannot be guaranteed, so the University ought to run annual RFU training
courses for new recruits. We should press it to do so.
In the last issue of CONTACT, I speculated about offering support to school teachers who referee rugby. The spin
off might be the recruitment of some of them willing to referee in other places midweek if not at weekends.
Similar support could be offered to mini /youth referees at clubs. This is not a new idea. One of the aims for our
Diamond Jubilee year in 2009 was to raise the standards of all local referees whether they were members of the
society or not. Mike Bragg has written to CONTACT and rightly pointed that it was also advanced by the RFU some
years ago. It wanted the local society to become the development centre for both school and club referees sharing
its expertise and giving support. We did not pursue it at the time because we had enough referees to fulfil our commitments and there was no call to us from either group to help. Should Muhammed now go to the mountain?
Management Group alone cannot secure the essential numbers of referees and advisers the Society needs in the
next few years. We are all in this together so let’s promote refereeing with CUDRRS whenever we visit the local
clubs. 2015, with interest in Rugby stimulated by the RWC, is an opportunity to raise the profile of the laws and
people’s awareness of them.
If we discover through our contact with these sources that the formal RFU training course or the fee is a deterrent
to recruitment, one answer may be to run our own courses. Ours would be more convenient for locals and probably
more attractive and friendly with familiar faces as tutors. The course would be no less thorough or demanding as
we have high standards and will work zealously to preserve them. It would depend on us having enough training
staff. Maybe this would give our retiring “seniors” an opportunity for a career change.
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(continued)

To ensure its future and preserve its high quality refereeing service, CUDRRS should have a positive annual
recruiting and training programme to produce a regular inflow of new members. It might be a challenge that
requires a squad of recruiter/trainers to concentrate on implementing a programme.
The programme would benefit from having Cambridgeshire RFU and Cambridge University RFU backing. It should
include leaflet and poster campaigns, discussions with club committees, annual training courses and workshops to
improve both player knowledge of the laws and the competence of school and club referees. Refereeing ought to
have as high a profile in Rugby circles as coaching. CUDRRS is ideally placed to see that it has. Let’s evangelise our message is “No referees = no games. More referees = more fun”
CONTACT invites readers to comment on how CUDRRS should approach this issue of how to ensure our future.
And as for all the existing referees, their New Year’s resolutions should include a review of their Personal
Development Plans and targets. Becoming a better referee is a praiseworthy aspiration for individuals in 2015.
A forward looking proactive recruiting CUDRRS would ensure more years of enjoyment in Rugby in 2015 and beyond, providing a service to the game and its players through a hopefully growing and fulfilled membership.
Just a thought!
Did you know?
A number of studies and reviews have been instigated by the Rugby Football Referees Union (RFRU) and the
RFU’s Game Development Sub-Committee (GDSC), which has responsibility, along with the RFRU, to oversee
and monitor the recruitment, training and development programmes for match officials.
The GDSC and the RFRU are co-sponsoring a study to develop “A Blueprint for the Development of Match
Officiating in English Rugby”. Initially, a scoping paper, was prepared. The purpose of this paper was primarily to
provide all, especially those not from a refereeing background, with an understanding of the current match officials’
landscape. In addition, it sets out, in the broadest terms, what needs to be considered (in terms of supply, retention
and deployment) to achieve, over the next few years, the vision to have:
● Every XV a side game from U13 upwards officiated by a trained and qualified referee.
● Trained and qualified assistant referees at every first XV game from Level 4 upwards.
● All games below U13 refereed by a suitably qualified person.
It is intended to hold a series of Roadshows around the country to gain input from and the thoughts of Referees
Societies and Federations. At the moment, it is anticipated that the Roadshows will be held in the New Year.
More information on these will be provided when it is clearer when all the work will be completed and the reports
compiled.
Read all about this on files.pitchero.com/counties/82/1409819321.pdf
Editor’s Footnote:
CUDRRS has fulfilled the first element of this vision for our affiliates and now ought to have an input to the third.
Surely, it is in our own interest to have young players refereed well from their very first introduction to the game.
This article is intended to spark off debate about the society adopting a broader role. Spread the good news that
refereeing is fun, refereeing well is even better and refereeing with CUDRRS is the best.

BRIGHTER AND BETTER FUTURES
Congratulations to the following referees for taking their opportunities in 2014 and achieving higher grades.
Calum Worsley to Level 7
Thomas Northcote to Level 7
Guy Mulley to Level 8
Brad Cox to Level 12
Maxime Guitet and Patrick Chalklin have completed their post ELRA matches and start the New Year at Level 13.
Each has the potential to develop further and continue their climb up the refereeing ladder. CUDRRS will encourage them to realise their best and provide the support they need. Further opportunities will arise in 2015.
Well done and good luck, lads. Onwards and upwards!

BETTER TOGETHER
CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS.
Members (and other readers) are invited to contribute articles, comments and issues for discussion and share the
ownership of this newsletter. Thanks to those that do and to the other sources of material and ideas used.
Send your input by email to: michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.
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WE HAVE LIFT OFF
Forget NASA and the Orion spaceship launch. Think CUDRRS and Louis Biggs. Our pocket rocket is heading to
the stars boosted by the support he has been given since he came to study at Cambridge and joined us two years
ago. CUDRRS has provided him with development opportunities that he has grasped with both hands.
Your editor asked Louis to update us on his progress this season after seeing him named on an RFU appointments list to referee Loughborough University v Leeds University. These BUCS games are used by the RFU and
Regional Groups to test a referee’s eligibility for both Group and Panel. This is what he wrote.
“I have predominantly been operating at level 6 refereeing in a wide range of places. So far this season I have
been to Drybrook (in the Forest of Dean), North Walsham, Old Northamptonians, Bedford Athletic, Towcester and
Stratford-Upon-Avon to name but a few. I have also refereed in the RFU AASE League and the University LXs and
U21s on a number of occasions. In many of these games I have been watched by Midland Group selectors. These
people judge whether you are ready to referee at Group level (Level 5) and above.
I was then appointed to referee the BUCS Premier Game between Loughborough and Leeds. The game was perhaps not the most difficult management exercise. The players just wanted to play rugby but they wanted to play it
at a rate of knots! Therefore, if you are not up with play or get in the wrong position you can become horribly exposed very quickly. Fortunately the game went well and I have a string of League L5s in the New Year.
Secondly, I would like to emphasise how helpful CUDRRS has
been in supporting my development. I joined CUDRRS as a
Level 9. Support has come through three channels:
1.
Assessors: Cambridge is blessed with many high quality assessors. Many of whom have watched me in the past
three seasons. Take their advice on board!
2.
Members: I have been strongly supported by many
members of the society. A recent example of this was when I
was given the opportunity to referee the Oxford Colleges v
Cambridge Colleges. I was looking for two ARs to help me out
so got in contact with Mr President. Jon sent out an email and
an hour later Guy and TK had offered to assist and a great day
out was had by all. Cambridge won, not down to me, honest!
Charles has also provided fantastic support and has worked
incredibly hard to ensure that I have had opportunities to prove
myself.
3.
Mike Runswick: Mike has coached me from my first
season in Cambridge and hopefully for seasons to come. He
never dictates the way you should referee, rather makes helpful and insightful comments after each game.

Louis’s RFU appointment meant he was regarded as a neutral for the inter-varsity encounter. Hence the red rose emblem on his jersey.
Thirdly I would like to share a few things that I have learnt this
Just to ensure fair play, Tony Kennedy and Guy
Mulley assisted him and pictured here in the pink season for others in the Society to reflect on:
of jersey and condition.
The importance of effective communication.
At the meeting in November, I suggested two things to memThe Light Blues won by 27 points to 5. The
bers.
CUDRRS referees certainly added colour to the
occasion and their scrupulously unbiased officiat- a) in contentious situations it is far better to use ‘You’ phrases
rather than ‘I’ phrases. For example, if you are issuing a yellow
ing was never in doubt.
card or team warning, it is far better to say ‘Your discipline is
not good enough’ rather than ‘I have had enough.’ This puts the focus on the players rather than you.
b) Secondly, it is important to have a number of stock phrases to use when you feel under pressure. If you practice
these, then you can use them in a game and they will have more credibility when you do so. Be prepared.
Self-analyse: As I said above, it is important to listen to assessors, but more importantly you must listen to yourself. After each game, consider how your game has gone and what you would do differently if you refereed it
again. You will never change the way your referee if you don’t acknowledge you have a problem in the first place.
Smile and enjoy yourself: Refereeing is a very enjoyable pastime most of the time. A referee who smiles is one
who is at ease and that puts the players at ease. Have a great rest of the season. Yours in Rugby”
Louis
CONTACT is a vehicle by which members can share their experiences and advice with their colleagues.
The destination is Better Refereeing for Better Rugby which will be achieved sooner by working together.
You are also reminded to visit the CUDRRS website www.cambsref.co.uk
This is another way in which CUDRRS members can pool knowledge and solutions to common problems.
Let’s think and act in terms of “We” rather than “I” or “Them”. Could be a New Year’s resolution.
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UPS AND DOWNS OF THE SCRUM
Our website has a Forum section which members do not use to its full potential for sharing problems and their solutions, for floating ideas and commenting on issues related to the game and the part CUDRRS plays in it.
This question was posted by Joe McWilliams and Dave Howell promised to raise it at the December meeting.
Joe referred to the way that, at the top level, if one scrum is pushing the other back, it seems that if the front rows
pop up and the penalty is awarded to the dominant pack. He added “ At our level, this will not necessarily be the
case methinks. The dominant scrum may push forward and up for instance. Any thoughts?”
CONTACT in its advisory role has this guidance to offer . Ed Morrison, in his book Better Rugby Refereeing, said
“The scrum is probably the area of the game that makes or breaks a referee”. His management of the scrum
started with a pre-match briefing when he spelt out how he was going to control it. And he did so from the very first
scrum, working as hard as necessary to ensure the players did not take control of the engagement. If they did, it
was difficult to get it back. According to Clive Norling, another international referee of distinction, “One reason the
law makers keep tinkering with the laws on the scrum is because it’s refereed poorly”.
Better refereeing of the scrum will follow if the referee has a better understanding of what’s going on. Not all do.
The incidence of collapsing of the scrums at top level and the time it takes to get the ball in and exited legally has
exercised the IRB for some seasons now. Faced with coaches regarding the scrum not simply as a fair contest for
possession but more as an opportunity to gain a penalty, referees must be sure who is cheating, who is trying to
con them and how to stop it. The collapse of the scrum is dangerous especially for younger players who may
suffer neck injuries as a result. But let’s focus on Joe’s question about domination of one pack over another.
Mismatches do occur in the Community game not just between packs but between front rows and individual props.
If one front row is much stronger than the other, their opponents may wilt under pressure. Referees cannot
penalise players simply because of their strength or lack of it. They can, however, ask the powerful to “ease off”.
Initially they may think the ref is joking but like the ref, they are concerned for safety and will probably cooperate.
If they don’t, then a word with the captains is called for with the referee warning them that if the scrums continue to
collapse, they will have to become uncontested scrums or the match abandoned. Touch judging for an international referee at Grange Road, I heard him say to a very strong prop who was against a weaker student opponent
“ You, Hold him up”. He did as asked possibly because he respected the referee and had confidence in his management of the scrum. If players have confidence in the officials, management becomes easier.
Before the problem escalates to that extent, the referee should be looking out for tell tale signs of trouble They
include front rows dipping too low with shoulders below hips, losing their binding, boring in, pulling down, twisting
arms and interfering flankers. Amongst other things, Law 20 requires all players in the scrum to stay bound until it
ends and front rows to be in a normal position to make a forward shove. They must not dip, twist nor collapse, lift or
force an opponent up. Insist that the ball is put in straight. This means that hookers will have to put his weight on
their non hooking leg and will not do this if the scrum is moving.
Note the terms referees are now using to prevent props falling down - Bind long not on arms. Get your legs up under your chest. Take the hit. Don’t hit down. Stay straight. No head on head. Look for your gap.
These are examples of positive refereeing in which prevention is better than cure
Provided the dominant pack does nothing illegal, it can push straight and shove the opponents backwards but not
upwards. The opponents will react. If they feel uncomfortable, they may stand up or go down on their own terms
rather than be driven back yards (sorry metres) and collapse. Standing up and breaking the bind is a penalty
offence. Front rowers are unlikely to collapse when they are in a dominant position and driving but may as a con.
To summarise: Study the mechanics of scrummaging. Understand how forwards scrummage. Know the law.
Set your standards at the briefing
Apply them from the first set piece and stick to them
Establish and retain control
Identify problems and apply solutions
Build player confidence in your safe and fair management
Involve captains in solving problems. They have responsibilities too
Chat with front row players post match to continue learning
Discuss with colleagues and share experiences
The intricacies of front row play are a mystery known only to exponents of the art and those referees who work
hard to understand them. If a scrum collapses probably only the two props involved know why and who was to
blame. There is expertise within CUDRRS that should be put to use to increase the awareness level of new and
less experienced referees. Scrum management is a topic on its own for a monthly meeting and an element of the
RFU Continuous Development course syllabus. Noel Woodgate would be good to listen to again, methinks.
Managing the Scrum - Tips by Brian Moore on the Rugby Refs website is an informative article and a recommended read. Photos on next page illustrate the ups and downs that occur and there are further
references for referees to explore.
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SCRUM STUDY TIME
Better refereeing of the scrum will result if referees constantly develop their knowledge of this facet of the game.
Study these photos and consider what might have happened to result in these situations and what the referee
should then have done about it. How would you manage the scrum to prevent these ups and downs?

There is ample material on the web which you can study if you Google “Refereeing the collapsed scrum”.
Here is one example. The collapsed scrum—making the logical call is an article written by Tom Jones of the
International Rugby Board Regional Development Manager for North America and the Caribbean.
Should you not be convinced about the dangers of collapsed scrums, you will be after viewing Sports Science: The
Science of the Scrum on YouTube. There are many other videos on the web to increase your awareness of the
iconic feature of rugby union football we call the Scrum.
But Joe shows here that he knows how to start to a set scrum contest with a safe and steady engagement.
There are danger signs though. The Cantabs scrum half is standing slightly to his side. Will the ball be thrown in
down the middle line? The Walden loose head’s left arm is bent and might be the prelude to pulling down.
His tight head opponent is binding on the arm and might twist
him inwards. Potential for collapse that might be communicated by a wired up touch judge but Joe is on his own.
How might he detect possible trouble?
If he moves the Blue 9 to the centre and looks into the tunnel
for the straightness of the throw in, he might see the elbow
should it go further down. If he stands tall and looks over the
top of the scrum to the far side, he would see the tussle between the props and whether their body angles change or go
up and down. The flankers would be under his scrutiny too
from this position.
And there’s more to the management of the scrum so we
should always review how we do it? Better Refereeing!!!
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MANAGEMENT MATTERS
FINANCIAL DEFICIT
Chancellor George Osborne is determined to eliminate the national debt. Management Group is as equally determined to eliminate unpaid membership subscriptions. Some have yet to pay their annual sub which was due by the 1st November.
If you are a defaulter, please settle as soon as possible. Remember you can deduct
it from your expenses claim so paying can be painless. The membership list will be
reviewed shortly and non payers will be chased up and, maybe, even out.
There is no escape. Best to Pay so you can Display your name on the list.
Our esteemed Treasurer persuaded Rowan Kitt to pay his sub in cash at the pre
Varsity Match lunch in the Spirit of Rugby Restaurant at Twickenham. Rowan is
now a CUDRRS member in good standing. The two smiling David’s, Tyrrell and
Norman, were relieved they did not have to employ strong arm tactics on him.
Smiles were less evident after the match. The fifth successive defeat of the Light
Blues by the Other Place, by a record margin, plus the frequent cancellation of
college matches underline the fact that Cambridge University Rugby is not healthy.
The quality and number of rugby players coming here continues to decline. The
University gives higher priority to retaining its world ranking as an academic institution when accepts students.
Since 1995, the professional clubs’ academies have also sapped the life blood out of University rugby. Oxford
seems to have suffered less and may have found ways to cope with the problems. Their team looked a lot older.
CUDRRS shares CURFU’s concern about its player strength and fewer games. It makes refereeing less attractive
to recruits and reduces the opportunities for CUDRRS referees to train and develop. It is essential that CUDRRS
continues to support CURFU as it struggles to achieve better rugby for our mutual benefit. The challenge is on.
Even if College leagues have to change the format of their competition, they will still require referees - ours.
GAP YEAR
The search for a replacement for Paul Wilson stretches into another year. The gap his departure will leave must be
filled. Management Group’s concern continues as no member has come forward to take on the stewardship of
CUDRRS accounts. The NHS incurs extra coast by having to employ agency nurses to fill gaps and take care of
patients. The society will incur additional costs if we have to pay a non member to take care of our books.
This is a further appeal for a volunteer to come forward. If you feel that you could do the job but need to know more
about what it entails, contact Jon Evans, David Tyrrell or Paul Wilson. Remove the fear of taking on more than you
can chew by finding out the facts. You may then realise this post is a way to make your membership of CUDRRS
more rewarding and valued.
TRIUMPH
Or was it an inside job? Unless a whistleblower gets in touch with CONTACT to reveal that something underhand
happened, this newsletter congratulates the management team of Jon Evans, Charles Osbourn and David Tyrrell
which won the Christmas Quiz, after a tie break. The quizmaster was Guy Mulley, a former member of Management Group, but only the suspicious amongst you readers would put two and two together and get four.
With such intelligence and knowledge at our helm, the good ship CUDRRS sails confidently full steam ahead into
2015. Make sure you are onboard as a fully paid up member.
GOOD LUCK?
“Break a leg” is usually what well wishers say to performers before they go on stage and really means “good luck”
to you. Who said this to Craig Maxwell Keys and David Howell? They really did break a leg - not good luck at all.
As one leg healed, another one broke. Dr Mike’s monthly medical report contains good news and bad news about
these two members (legs get it). Craig, fully recovered from his break, was fit enough to run the line at the Varsity
Match. David was refereeing in late November at the Perse School got too close to a tackle and ended up with a
broken leg. This prevented him going on the annual trip to Twickenham with the group of referees led by Stuart
Graveston invited to see the match as guests of the University. As it turned out, it was a light blue spectacle better
missed. David’s Christmas was not spoiled after Dr. Mike pointed out that alcohol numbs pain and prescribed he
take a drink or two with his meals.
The cost of this non NHS prescription was borne by the patient. After all, Dr Mike only ever gives advice.
SHOW YOU BELONG
Management Group promotes a club and family atmosphere within the Society. Togetherness gives CUDRRS
strength and a camaraderie that carries onto the pitch. Referees’ gain in confidence knowing that support and
advice is on tap and willingly given by fellow members. It makes them feel they belong and if they wish to show
how proud they are to belong, they can wear the CUDRRS polo shirt and sport the CUDRRS badge on their blazers. The badges are newly styled. Both are available free. If members would like a second polo shirt, they can be
purchased for £10. No sale queues to negotiate to get smart stash. Just ask the Kit Manager or President.
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SAWSTON SADNESS AND SUCCESS
Justin Curtis is our SMAC at Sawston RUFC, the first and current holders of
The Whistlers’ Trophy. In September, he posted very sad news on the
club’s website announcing the death of Bob Tidswell.
Bob was one of the longest serving members of the club. His was a friendly face
that went along with a warm welcome for CUDRRS referees whenever they went
to the Village College. He, no doubt, played a significant part in winning the awards
for his club.
His father, John, is a member of our society and CONTACT, although belatedly,
wishes to express the sincere sympathy of CUDRRS members to him
and his mother, Janet. Sawston and CUDRRS will miss Bob greatly.

Bob Tidswell R.I.P

The sadness of this loss was offset somewhat by the news that
the club has become the 31st in the Eastern Counties to receive
RFU Accreditation. On Saturday, 22 November, at the occasion
of the unveiling of a new rugby strip recognising Club sponsors
International Flavours and Fragrances, Martin Tomlinson, the
club President, proudly accepted a plaque presented by
Andrew Sarek, the Eastern Counties’ RFU Council member.
The Accreditation status acknowledges that Sawston
has reached a milestone in its history.

Sawston like other affiliated clubs
have a web link with ours.
From their photos portfolio we have
selected this one of our veteran yet
very active, Gordon Wallace.
Photos are worth studying as they
can be very useful development
tool. Here Gordon is seen checking
that the Cantabs II backs are
onside as they build up their line
speed to go into tackle a Sawston
attack.
Question: Is the White 8 infringing
Law 20.1 (e)?
Is it material if he is now better
placed to defend and to reduce Black’s options for using the possession they seem to have secured at the back of
the scrum? The Black short side flanker looks as if he might obstruct be about White 9 to protect his own scrum
half. As all good referees should do, Gordon would have turned his head and spotted any offence far side.

A PENNY A HAIR
This may be an underestimate of what Charles Osbourn’s Movember effort will eventually
raise for charity.
Charles showed off his upper lip growth at the December meeting and
would like to thank family, work and refereeing colleagues for their generous donation towards Prostate Cancer. He has raised £385 so far.
In cooperation with the U.S. Attorney General's office, the certified mustacheology (CM)
department at the American Mustache Institute qualifies and certifies varying luxurious
mustache styles that accentuate the upper lips of millions of Mustached Americans.
CONTACT asked the AMI to advise and certify what style Charles had grown. The reply
was that he had almost cultivated a Horseshoe but the growth had the potential to become a Fu Manchu. The horseshoe seems the better classification as it certainly proved lucky for the charity. Besides, no one would ever describe Charles as an evil criminal genius (unless he has assessed them). Would they?
Well done, Charles!
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LOOK MUM, ONE HAND
Refereeing is a challenge and no more so than when it comes to keeping wild animals under control. All you have
is a whistle, voice and hands to communicate, a watch, notebook and pencil and the determination to cage any
violent ones. Often you do it one handed, unassisted on the touchline. As you see here, the referee, does not
carry a whip in his outstretched hand like a lion tamer. RSPCA and WWF, please note.
David Norman certainly has determination and put it to good use when
these two came face to face. March Bears confronted Wisbech Wildcats in
the first leg of the Jack Archer Memorial Cup at the Elm Road Playing
Field. The northernmost team scored four tries in a 20-12 win.
The second leg is in April 2015.

V

David is in an ideal position to referee the breakdown / tackle and
whatever will follow next. He is signalling advantage to March who are
in possession of the ball. Study the picture and as an exercise
consider what might David be thinking about as he applies Law 8.
What was the offence - penalty or scrum consequence?
Am I assessing whether territorial or tactical advantage is being
gained or both?
Can the March team take advantage? Are they capable?
Are they actually gaining advantage?
Have they taken full advantage? Shall I blow?
Are they happy for advantage to be played?
Would they prefer a quick whistle for a penalty they might score from
or gain ground with?
Would they prefer a scrum or lineout from which they would retain possession?
Homework for Match Officials: Revise Law 8 and review how referees should employ the best law in the book.

OFF PUTTING
This not a reference to a loss of form by the golfers amongst our membership but the sort of thing referees
experience which get “up their noses”. The list has been compiled at training courses in the Northern Division.
CONTACT expands on the shorthand but CUDRRS officials will probably have their own ideas / versions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Probably this refers to a lack of knowledge and that comments
are often made by those seeing things from different angles to
the officials.
Captains are not always helpful or do not accept their
responsibility for team discipline.
Non referee volunteers have limited usefulness
Constant questioning about how long there is to go come from
tired players or teams wanting to run the clock down or go flat
out to score more points.
The captain does not set a good example and shows lack of
respect for the referee.
Some think that referees decisions that go against them must
be wrong. Easy for ref to stop with a show of colour.
Kick off times delayed, matches ending in the dark and pre
match briefings rushed and ineffective.
An oral tactic to undermine a referee’s confidence or to divert
his/her attention away from what the questioner’s misdoings.
Last minute provision and then a deflated oval is presented.
Another ploy intended to upset the referee’s concentration and
confidence.
Non acceptance that referees are safe, fair and equitable in the
decisions they make. More likely to be assumed when the ref
is not a society appointment.
Was there interference or not? There are usually three views
the attack’s, the defence’s and the referee’s but only the latter’s
Counts in this game.

What else do you find irksome about players behaviour and what could the Society do to make your experience
more enjoyable? Should CUDRRS be involved in raising the awareness levels of players, coaches and spectators
about the Laws and refereeing? If yes, how? Discussion at a monthly meeting might reveal practical answers.
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GROW YOUR OWN
When it proves difficult to recruit workers from outside to fill vacancies in an
enterprise, management is often advised to “grow your own timber”.
Training apprentices and becoming self sufficient provides a sensible and
practical solution. This is good advice for referee societies to follow and the
House of Mulley has certainly done so. It’s a dynasty in being.
Guy is seen here with his son Luke, currently CUDRRS' youngest referee at
just 17½ years old and his daughter, Natasha, currently CUDRRS' youngest
female referee at 19 years old. The dynasty formed a team of three complete
with comms kit for the Newmarket v Bury St Edmunds U14 match in December. According to Guy, “It was noticeable that a large (60 or so) and voluble
crowd made none of the usual Sunday morning touchline complaints about
the refereeing - and even, in one case, heeded a firm but polite request from Natasha to observe rugby's Respect
principle and to mind their language! Indeed it was noteworthy - and noted by several people - that all 30+ boys
plus their coaches made a point of shaking hands with & thanking Luke & Natasha”. And what about Dad?

KIT CLASH
CUDDRS provides all its active referees with items of kit for free. There is also a swap scheme at monthly meetings to try to ensure everyone has alternative colours of shirt, shorts and socks available.
President Evans reports that a couple of problems have arisen (particularly at Ely where the change kit is Pink).
The ref had taken only one shirt and this resulted in a clash of colours. Whilst it is the clubs responsibility to advise
refs of teams’ colours, refs should always carry a couple of options with them. Please make sure you do.
Jon said “Having confusing colours doesn’t help and making a team turn their shirts inside out looks rubbish and
undermines our credibility”. Kitmeister Mike Daniel has some surplus kit, including ordered and uncollected new
packs. Call him and get fitted out. He will appreciate getting his garage back.

THE RACE IS ON
This is the trophy awaiting the winner of this race. It is The Whistlers’ Trophy
currently held by Sawston RUFC.
Steve Cardy, the competition’s Coordinator has submitted this half term report.
“On the front row of the grid at this point in the season in pole position we have
Renegades, closely followed by Saffron Walden (good to see them in the frame
again), Wisbech, and Cantabs. They are all previous winners of the WT.

The race for the referee providing the most results on a week to week basis is currently headed by Stuart Graveston, followed by David Tyrrell and with David Norman and Guy Mulley tied in equal third place.
The straw poll I have been taking at monthly meetings has thrown up some interesting figures and given a better
overview. It also obtains information from referees who might not otherwise send it in from their individual games.
However, some people seem to think that these are a replacement of the weekly results that I ask for: They are
not. They simply complement them.
Please keep sending in as much information as you can on individual assignments, in particular from the smaller
clubs who do not provide us with so many games. I especially need information from games involving Cambourne,
March, Mildenhall, Renegades, Sawston, and Wendens Ambo. The more information I have, the more representative and accurate the final result will be. This will have the consequent benefit of better treatment of all referees by
our clubs.
I am aware that we have a number of new referees who may not be familiar with The Whistlers’ Trophy procedures. Information and scoring guidelines can be found on pages 60 to 62 of the Society Handbook.
If anybody wants more information than this, please contact me by email steve.cardy@btinternet.com or phone 01954 231710 or 07753 414834. These are the same contact points for letting me have WT scores from individual
games (I prefer email).
Note to Advisers: I am happy to receive scores/information from you in respect of how you think referees are
treated at different clubs.
Ladbrookes and other bookmakers are offering odds on which club will have it’s name on the Trophy this season.
There is a lot of money going on the horses wearing red and green. It looks like a battle between North and South.

